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Contributors
The Carroll Quarterly is proud to publi h in this and subsequent
issues poetry by MR. JAMES MAGNER. Mr. Magner, an Instructor
of English, has been at John Carroll since 1962. All of his poems publi bed here and in later i sues this year are taken from his volume,
Toiler of the Sea, to be published in the pring by Golden Quill Press
of Francestown, ew Hamp hire. The staff is grateful to the publishers
for allowing the Quarterly the usc of Mr. Magner's work, copyright for
which i held by Golden Quill Press.
Also in this issue, the Quarterly has published the poetry of three
Teaching Associates of English. MR. JOH
REZMERSKI, MISS
MARY LAWLOR, and MR. JEROME WYA T have offered poems
which enhance the quality of this Quarterly.
The work of four members of the editorial staff appears in this
issue. JOH COVOLO is a senior English major from Cleveland; John
is a frequent Quarterly contributor. RICHARD TOMC is a sophomore
English major from Cleveland Height . Richard, like John, has adapted
his skill to meet Quarterly needs. STEPHE McELROY is a new student contributor to the Quarterly. Steve i a senior English major from
Lakewood. Freshman HARVEY FORSTAG is a chemistry major from
Cleveland, and the only freshman member of the staff.
KE NETH LABICH and JOH
DA YEN PORT are sophomore
English majors. Kenneth's home is Glen view, Illinoi ; John i a Cleveland resident.
The taff hopes that the alumni, students, faculty, and friends of
John Carroll University are pleased with this year's first issue of the
Carroll Quarterly.
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Hoover
RICHARD TOMC

Quaker born and Quaker raised
fearing God and growing maize
on Iowa plains
flat as a steer's hoof
Catching fireflies
on a prairie night
reading Bun/line's tragedies
worshipping Hickock,
Holiday, Quantril and Earp
Grassroots burial
and an empty house
spinster aunts
in the Golden West
who kept a prim house
Two dimes in my pocket
a broad-cloth vest
not good at English
but liking math
and young ladies
Stanford wanted my bones
but not my brains
school is bunk
but must be had
The self-made man
sporting derbies
stiff collars
moral uprightness
and fifty-dollar bills.
Hunger in Europe,
Wilson said,
must be fed, must be jed
5·

and so I did:
ten million of them.
Harding, the paramour
Coolidge with the face
of a Rushmore god
Prosperity
Two cars, two chickens
Smith be damned
a Bowery boy
from the lower East-side
I did it, I did it
The eagle, the arrows,
Old Glory
is mine.
'29-a good year for port
but I'm hardly the sort
for having surity
in a Bacchine security
Paper empires,
buying on time
marginal profits
empty banks
and worthless stocks
I saw a man jump
ten stories today
and a thousand heroes
besieged my home
I love you all
I feel your hunger
I know you pain
Your children are mine.
Usurpers of destiny
physicians of despair
crave the reins,
want my chair
6

So be it,
my hour is over
listen instead
to the Hyde Park Orator:
he speaks well,
the Rough Rider's kin.
Thirty years a toast-master
wearies me,
a boy homesick
for West Branch,
the Iowa plains.
Catching fireflies
on a prairie night
makes me tired.
I will sleep now .
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Haiku
ANN MARJE KOLAR

N eon screams in night ...
Wires strangle shorn tree-stems .
One rose-bud opens.
Black-green lace of tree
Against purpling-peach twilight
Splashy cars speed by.
Blue nylon sky floats
Down to rusty horizon
Slim banana moon.
Spun clouds, twirled from bronze
And cobalt blue to fulness .
T hen .. . feathered edges.
O verstu ffed cloud-quilt
Tucks in the chilled horizons
On e plane nuzzles through.
Trees . . . candelabra
Firing th e autumn sky
With unburning flame.
Raindrops explode like
Popcorn as they hit the puddles .. •
Small detonations.
Raw, sun-chaffed west sky . . .
One star whistles clearly through
Night, you are welcome.
Solid sycamore,
Dappled yellow, brown, olive
Sweating with the rain.
Clouds . . . static blue waves
In a churning atmosphere
Of liquid pastels.
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Movies
STEPHEN McELROY
I

She was, on the screen, a nymph of auburn and tan: a girl in
whose face he recalled Margaret, but whose clothing disturbed him intensely. Not that anything unu ual struck the eye in its journey from
the grey Australian wool blanket on the sand to the girl's ample waistthe whitecapped ocean framed only a pair of nicely tanned legs and the
lower half of a violet bikini. In his half hypnotic state this should have
completed his passivity. But what made his eyes want to slip back to
the congruity below was the brown jersey that enveloped her from abdomen to throat in heavy cotton and which bore, painted around her
breast, a mock violet match to the bikini below. Her lighter tan clashed
with it audaciously. The snow-suit effect of the jersey could never be
reconciled with the girl's obviously sunbather bottom.
He closed his eyes.
It was the voice of a woman in a nearby seat that interrupted the
reverie in which he had fallen, and returning to the screen he noticed
that sand had been kicked onto the girl's blanket. This disturbed him.
Somehow it was even more annoying than the obscenely contrived garment which had forced his eyes to shut. When the voice interrupted
him this time, he became simultaneously aware of a group of middleaged women discussing laxatives behind him and the teen-age boys on
the screen who were kicking and throwing sand at the girl. He tried to
think how he could silence the women and at the same time stop the
boys from spreading that sand. Waving his bands to brush them away
did nothing. He thought and thought, but did not know what to do. A
shrill phrase about constipation accompanied his awareness that sand
had obscured the blanket and was burying the girl. His screams did not
affect the assailants, who now piled on sand with hands and pails and
shovels, and without hesitation.

He wanted to help. All he could do was scream, and this be continued; but the women's babble drowned out his protesting voice. He
watched sand and sand and began to lose control. He was still screaming, but now not even he could hear it through the women's chatter.
It was too late. He gave up thought of trying to push them away with
his flailing arms. He gave up screaming. He gave up everything, and
when the last bucket of sand covered her head he felt himself buried,
too . . . .
II

What I know now is that I must go to war. I will be sent for immediately and have come to this room to receive my weapon. Careful
glances around the large aluminum chamber confirm my suspicions.
9

No one returns my gaze. I am alone among the walls and walls of closely
stacked rifles. The waxed stocks and polished barrels with their outsized ends gleam at me. These rifles are all equipped with silencers. It
makes me wonder if I am to be a sniper. Yet I know nothing of my
mission and look around again for someone to explain. Still I am alone,
and still the metal plates of the room and the swollen barrels of the
rifles gleam back at me. The import of this gleam finally strikes: I
realize there must be a window in the chamber. Catching sight of it
across the room I begin to run through stacks of silenced rifles to where
the shining sun promises a chance to look outside for help. I run, but
run blind because of haste and the glare. As I approach I trip and fall
over something. Striking the floor I seem to feel the light recede.
It has. I search for what I tripped over in a now darkened room.
Even so, I find it: a long smooth revolver with a pearl handle. Is this
my weapon? As I think I feel along the barrel. This one, too, is silenced.
Immediately I test the revolver, firing five times into the cause of my
darkness, a blanket !retched across the window.

Five clicks. Five empty chambers. I fire once more, and hearing
the report I am joyous. I run to the blanket, but a rapid search fails
to reveal where my bullet has struck. I carefully examine every inch
of cloth without finding a single hole. Checking the surrounding wall,
I can find no dent in its cold perfection. I tug at the blanket, unable
to believe the one bullet given me as a sniper is a blank. Finally, I tear
down the blanket to examine it more clo ely in the light. But it does
not reveal a window and the warm sun-only a continuation of symmetrical aluminum plate. The metal perfection of the room is now complete. Violently, I throw the revolver at the wall in disgust. It falls to
the floor without leaving a mark on the impregnable aluminum, and I
black out.
III
When a man awakes from a performance in the theatre of his own
mind he may do strange things. As it was I only called myself Bel Antonio to the mirror several times in the next half-hour as I dressed for
the evening.
Margaret and I went to the cinema with the neighbors, and I must
admit it was not entirely a wasted evening. Before the feature there was
a short about African fertility cults and tribal magic. The local medicine man was leading some youths through a rather earthy ritual which
was supposed to insure a fruitful marriage. And one of the boys, though
it lost him his spouse, refused.
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Poverty's Child
JAMES STEVENS
He's poverty's child.
It's not his fault,
Nor his parents',
Nor theirs.
Ignorance breeds poverty;
Poverty breeds ignorance.
It doesn't matter.
Only Sartre's facticity counts:
He's here-among us.
He belongs to the world,
But th e world's not his.
H e's simple and dirty:
Hands in pockets,
Hand-me-down clothes,
Hat of a man.
He's content.
H e doesn't know he's poverty's child.
H e doesn't know
How other children rant and rile.
Rich and poor, side by side,
They don't know each other.
Oh God! how
That the rich
While a child
Oh God! how
In this - the

can it be
man broods
needs food?
can it be
world's pantry?

I'd love you,
But lo ve's not food.
I'd help you,
But you're one of many.
I'd remember you,
But you are jar from me.
I'm near complacency.
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The Poet
at the Foot
of the Altar
JAMES EDMUND MAGNER, JR.

"Confitebor tibi in cithara, Deus meus:
quare tristis es, anima mea, et quare conturbas me?"
Let me make harmonic houses
th at will sound and smile
upwards to Thee, 0 Lord.
Let m e shape symphonic go thics
that will rise and resound
in earless perception.
L et m e sing th e songs
of unheard Imman ence.
L et me rob the vault
of muted Beauty
and give dimension
to the secret silent forms
of Form.
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By Divine Predilection
JAMES EDMUND MAGNER, JR.
Forenoon I saw Pompey stand, pillared unto heaven,
His vast brow, a wide, steel expanse of man-bone,
sweat-sleeked in flesh,
And, within band of iron, his forearm flexed
-a million-twined hammerer of death;
He strode and whirled as Collosus in pondered consternation,
Erasing, by movement of global head, the noon-pale moon
from celestial niche,
Looking deep into earth, and out to myriad, transparent
vistas of the sky.
And togaed Plato lounged serene, gleam-looking into infinity,
Into the endless forever of truth and depthless deity.
For this, one strove with collosus stride of might,
the other by flight of instant gaze:
The implicit God, in all the actions of th eir fired lives.
They sought in archetype, beyond the dome of sensate pale,
Beneath th e rolling deeps of seas of soul,
In Banzai cry and swinging, scarlet slaughter,
The Phantom of the ordered world,
Who flew from flight of sword and lance of mind.
Who beat the drums of thunder and lit the lamps of sky,
Who rode, in clouded legion, upon descending night,
Who plundered the vault of pageantry, to splash the
world with fire,
Who split the dam of beauty to submerge the world in glory,
Who tows the winds of earth, and clime of seasons,
Embraced bespittled clay to form His image, man,
and robbed him with the kiss of immortality.
-Forenoon I saw Pompey pillared unto heaven
and Plato palaced upon the mount of time
And th ence, em erging from the smoke of powdered road,
A Jew-woman, with jar upon her head, passed, God-pregnant,
to eternity.
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To My Son
RICHARD TOMC
Two bushes crowded over into the walk so that you had to walk
sideways to get in, especially if you had a newspaper bag. All over
the yard there were a lot of gaudy flowers and short fat bushes and
birdhou es with no birds in them. l must have pushed the door-bell
button about five times because I heard somebody creaking around inside. Finally whoever it was decided to answer the door. It was old
lady Gold.
"'Afternoon, Mrs. Gold." I handed her a paper and waited for
my money.
''Hello child." Mrs. Gold was about seventy-five and had a Jewish
accent you could cut and spread. She took the paper, and when I didn't
leave, she started digging in her apron pocket, for my money. She looked
pretty disgusted. She always looked disgusted when I collected.
"I thought I already pay you this week."
" o, ma'am." It was all a part of the game. She knew damn well
she owed me the money, but she was old and I think she was a little
drunk.
"All right, all right, here you are, then. " l took off my paper bag
and she put two nickels in my hand and dropped forty pennies one by
one on top of them.
"Maybe you make a profit on this unfortunate old lady, eh?" I
told her I wouldn't do a thing like that and she kind of laughed. When
she was all done joking around she gave me a nickel tip. I told her
thanks a lot and was all set to leave, but she wanted to talk. Everybody
on my whole route likes to talk.
"Tell me, child, what is your name?"
"James Murray, ma'am."
"Irish, eh?"
"Yes, ma'am, a hundert percent."
"You Catlic?"
"Yes, ma'an1."
"Come in for a little while, Jimmy, I want to show you something."
"Sure."
She led me into the bouse, and I tripped over something because
my eyes weren't used to the dark after outside. Her living room was
14

pretty big and filled with all kinds of furniture. I sat down in some big
fat armchair and started looking at all the weird paintings she had hanging on the walls. Then she banded me a picture with a silver frame.
It was a picture of a fat bald priest with writing across the bottom corner: "To my dear Mrs. Golt, a most generous benefectress, with grateful thanks-yours in God, Rev. Joseph MacDougald." The guy mispelled Mrs. Gold's name, but I didn't say anything about it.
From her face I could tell she wanted a reaction. So I said something that sounded like surprise that she, a Jewish lady, should know
a Catholic priest. She took the picture from me and looked at it.
"He was my son's best friend."
I nodded.
"My son, my poor, sick, crazy son." She looked at me. "You remind me of him," but she didn't mean it like it sounded. She brought
me another picture, bigger than the other one.
"This is Izzy ... Isidore."
Her son was pretty ugly. I hoped she was mistaken about me looking like him.
"Izzy is sick, very sick," she said.
"He is?" He looked fat and healthy in the picture.
"Sick in the het."
"Oh."

"Poor sick Izzy," she said again. She took Izzy from me and put
him away. Then she started telling me how Izzy had cracked up; something about him not getting a job because he w2.s Jewish. He was in
some kind of an institution in New England that she paid for. Mrs.
Gold was very wealthy.
I was really starting to feel sorry for Mrs. Gold, drinking and all,
when she really got somber:
"Do you believe in God, Jimmy?"
"Yes, ma'am. I'm an Irish Catholic."
"I think I believe in God too. You know, Father Joseph tells me
if you have faith in God and do acts of, how you say ... morfitication?"
"Mortification."
"Yes, mortification . . . if you do acts of mortification, you will
become strong against suffering."
"I guess that's pretty true," I said.
"Father Joseph is so nice . .. I gave him some money once, and
he bought for his church beautiful stained windows, and know what
he did?"
15

"What's that?"
"He put on the bottom of each window, 'In memory of the Isidore
Gold Family.' Wasn't that nice of Father Joseph?"
"Yes, it certainly was."
Mrs. Gold didn't say anything for a while. She figited with her
hands: they were wollen and freckled and had fat blue veins all over
them. Then she said:
"Jimmy ... Jimmy, would you mind visiting me, just maybe once
in a while?"
I dumped all the money she gave me into my pocket. It made a
pretty big bulge.
"Sure I will, Mrs. Gold ." I knew right then I wouldn't, though.
It's funny. It's just like before my grandfather died. He was real skinny
and could only eat oatmeal and junk like that. I felt sorry as hell for
him because I knew he was going to die. I remember once I tried to
cheer him up and play checkers or dominoes or something with him,
but his hand started shaking and spilled the pieces all over the floor.
I felt sorry for him, but I had to get out of there. I just had to.
"You are a good boy," Mrs. Gold said. I could tell she wanted
to talk some more, but I wanted to get out of there. I told her I was
sorry but I had to go and thanks for showing me her house. I picked
up my paper bag outside and left the place. I was sure glad to get out
of there.
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Job's Complaint #z
JEROME L. WYANT

I hear the gods laughing tonight,
their foul derision unmans me quite.
Blast their jeering. What right have they
to contumeliously mock my mortal plight
being gods and not immured in the ashed sod
of human clay.
Contemptible sophisticates obsequiously perched,
like constipated angels on aquavelva clouds,
or motley harlequins presiding at parties,
upon the honied heights of Olympus,
exempt from th e so-called existential fray,
(proclaimed solemly by Sartre, Kafka and Camus,
and piously preached by haggard, bearded profs
to blue-jeaned sandaled students at coffee shops),
that heated and purblind strife for the erect,
projectile-poised and rife teats of life,
Celestial cuds that are withdrawn, Tantaluslike, from many. Some wildly seek sustenance
from th e bronzed, sacred cows of a false society,
and some are drowned in their fetid dung. Others
are more successful: the large bosomed secretaries
who butter up their bosses as Christmas socials
by demonstrating their facile ability ...
to mix drinks,
the dapper businessman who sports conservative grey
suits and mildly stripped ties lands his promotion
by playing a modest gam e of golf with B. J.
on Saturday, sold on the paradoxical notion,
that to win one has first to lose. B lind,
misguided and foppish fools, but blinder I
who, brow-beat and awfully Oedipus-eyed,
endeavor to escape a fast-footed fa te
by unleashing furious and uninhibited cries
against sullen and unanswering skies. Oh,
call me what you will; a beatnik, an
angry old man, or just another
conscientious objector.
17

Winsome Lass
KENNETH LABICH

Sometimes.
She's running, jumping, laughing
Eyes, teeth, smile.
Bright, yellow, shining.
Young , free , fresh.
Still a child.
So young.
Sometimes.
She's thinking, devising, planning.
The furrowed brow.
Glasses, the posture of study.
Serious, intent.
Quickly, the mind flashes.
Seeking, curious.
So wise.
Sometimes.
She's graceful, stately, regal.
A queen.
Assured, calm, confident.
Surveying her realm.
Nurtured.
Her look, so diamond-like.
So beautiful.
Always.
Sh e has so much to love.
To give.
So much love.
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Sadness Street
JOHN COVOLO

That night of neon and of rain
The pavements shone beneath my feet.
Policemen growled: "Move onl" at me.
I took a walk down Sadness Street.
A thousand drains gushed in my ears.
The wind that flapped about my coat
Turned vicious as it clasped like ice
A band of cold around my throat.
I walked the length of Sadness Street,
The nip and damp so numbing me
That plodding on I felt myself
A disembodied entity.
Yet still th ese ears could hear the drains
That gurgled underneath these feet;
And still these eyes through rain could see
The marvels there in Sadness Street.
They saw a woman dressed in red
Whose painted face ran red in the wet;
She stood beneath a dim street-lamp
And lit a sodden cigarette.
They saw a child in a gutter;
Its sores were being licked by cats.
But then they blinked and saw again:
Its limbs were nibbled on by rats.
They saw a group of sailors pass
Who strode down Sadness Street in pairs;
Their lips were locked in dumness and
Their eyes were only vacant stares.
Ears hearing marvelled at the sounds
Made by a rolling severed head;
Eyes gazed with awe upon the rows
Of office buildings that were dead.
That night of neon and of rain
The pavements shone beneath my feet.
The stars winked out above my head
And all was dark in Sadness Street.
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The Oceanographer
JOHN DAVENPORT

I was sent to watch the tides;
R ecord their rises and th eir falls.
Sometimes I wishThat I could ride their crests,
And while their undulations;
Draw within,
Wade the gentle waters,
Or, bear the burden in their tremendous clashes.
Som etimes I cry,
For, I was sent to watch the tides.
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A City
P.M. S.
The sights of a city-a splash of a tree, absently thrown into a
brown building sea; Christmas tree tenements, festooned with strings
of laundry; socialite, glass-steel skyscrapers surrounded by peasant,
wood-brick buildings; streets smothered by charcoal-grey bankers, glenplaid ad men, mink stars, patched bums, and streaked children; a sky,
pink with smoke, stabbed by church spires, and raked by planes.
The sounds of a city-waves of church bells ringing at noon; the
rasping scrape of heels on pavement; idealistic voices, screeching on a
busy corner, trying to change something better left alone; the weezing
of great factories, filled with shouting men; the surging fountain of
cheers flowing over the walls of a ballpark; bossy honking, blanketing
the nervous chirps of street children.
The tastes of a city-the thick bitter taste of muddy coffee at an all
night diner; the bubbly sweet taste of a soft drink at the corner delicatessen; the sweet, sour taste of wine at an obscure French restaurant;
the gagging, irony taste of water climbing from a rusty drinking fountain; the strange, exotic, spiciness of some unknown food in a Chinese
restaurant.
The smells of a city-sharp, hot smoke belching from great smokestacks; the suffocating, oily exhaust rushing from a bus as it roars away;
the smooth air-conditioned, perfumed smell of incense and the smoke
of burning candles seeping through the carved doors of a great cathedral; the sta le, thick smell of a large open market.
The feels of a city-the stiff stubbornness of concrete under the
feet; rough, broken brick beneath the band; the chill wind when you
stand in the shadow of a skyscraper giant; the blast of hot air against
the face from a restaurant on a breezy street ; the push, pull, bump,
shove of the city people.
This is a city.
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The Birthday Boy
ANTHONY CHANNING
It was all over now. He could tell that because everyone had left
except the special com pany. It really wasn't that they were so special
- just his cousin and her parents - but she was older (six years) and
it was always fun to sit and listen to her talk about really grown-up
th ings like dances an d boys pulling her hair and high school English.
These things made her special.

She usually always stayed after things were "all over" because
her father and his always wanted one more drink, and her mother and
his always did the cleaning-up. He could hear the talk of the older
people - a high-pitched , slightly slurred, laughing conversation - as
he sat and watched his cousin.
She was tall by his calculations, and had a beautiful face. She sat,
cross-legged on the blue carpet and be, opposite, shot quick glances up
her skirt from time to time where the flesh on her thighs looked soft
and flabby . She was fif teen and looked a lot like the girls be bad seen
in the advcrti ement sections of the magazine that his mother subscribed
to; girls who were always dressed in tweedy-looking skirts and fuzzy
sweaters or bundled up in corduroy coats or holding a bottle of CocaCola while standing beside a swi mming pool. She had a small, brown
mol e on the left side of her chin with a few soft tufts of hair in it which
rem inded him of the stringy shoots which stick out at the top of an
ear of corn when it's still on the stalk. Her neck was long and her skin
so white th at at the moment she reminded him very much of a swan
sitting motionless on some still lagoon.
"Would you like some more ice cream, Mary?" He heard his
mother's voice roll in from the kitchen.
"No thanks, Aunt Catb ... I mean, no thank you Aunt Catherine,"
with a special emphasis on good manners. He knew his cousin was just
bein,G polite. She usuall y was a great one for ice cream. His mother now
stood in the living room.
"What abo ut you, Birthday Boy?" He bad just abo ut grown accustomed to this annual nickname which would, in a few hours, lose
its magic quality for another yea r. He liked being called "Birthday Boy."
His father was the first one to call him by the name that day. He had
stuck his head into his bedroom early in the morning before he went
to work and said: "Hey Larry. How's my birthday boy." Now it was
probably the last time the birthday boy would hear it 'mtil he was teo .
Oh , if he were only teo tomorrow .
"Yea h, Gimme' some more." He knew that this answer would, on
any other occasion , warrant him a stiff correction from his mother but
now he got only a lowering of her eyebrows and a glaring stare. He
thought it a good idea not to press his birthday privilege any further.
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"You don't have to bring it out. I'll come in and get it," he volunteered,
hoping for some faint appeasement.
"You're sure now you don't want any, Mary?"
"Absolutely positive, Aunt Catherine. I have to watch my figure
you know," she added uncrossing her legs.
"Whatts:1' figure?" the birthday boy asked getting to his knees.
The question provoked some silly laughter between his mother and his
cousin and all but went unanswered.
·'You're too young," his cousin giggled as she rearranged her legs
Indian style. The birthday boy was on his feet now and slowly began
making his way to the kitchen and his last dish of ice cream for that day.
In the kitchen his father and Uncle Peter were sitting at the table
having "a-shot-and-a-beer." Uncle Peter was a tall man with bushy eyebrows and flushed face, more flushed at the moment than usual. His
hands were very large and hard with thick clumps of wiry red hairs on
the backs of the fingers. "So you're nine years old, eh' Larry? That's
a right fine age for a young lad ya' know."
"I guess it is," said the birthday boy. "But Mary says I'm too
young."
"Too young? Too young for what now?"
"To know what a figure is." The birthday boy picked up his ice
cream and made his exit, a little uneasy about his uncle's question and
his own answer.
Back in the living room he could hear a burst of laughter coming
from the kitchen. "Ma," he yelled, a note of protest in his voice. He
was obviously aw re that his mother had explained the incident to
the other grown-ups and he was angry over the fact that they were
having a good laugh at his expense.
"Be quiet and eat your ice cream."
Mary still sat on the blue carpet and the birthday boy again sat
down opposite her. He dug his spoon into the soft white ice cream and
risked another glance up her skirt. His cousin's flesh seemed to him
as white as the dessert on his spoon which he shoved into his mouth.
"Hey, Mary. C'mon, tell me. Whattsa' figure?" he asked again swallowing.
"I said that you're not old enough to know what it is."
"Is it bad?"
"No."

"Then why don't you tell me what it is?"
"Because."
'"Cuz why?"
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"Just because."
The birthday boy could see that he was getting nowhere with this
line of questioning. He took another spoonful of vanilla and snuck
another glance at Mary's thigh's. "Hey, Mary. Have you got a boyfriend?"
"Larry," she said indignantly. "That's none of your business."
''I'll bet you have." Mary seemed uneasy and her face began to
redden .
"Larry. You just shut up."
"I'll bet he knows what a figure is."
"Larry, if you don't be quiet this minute I'm going to tell Aunt
Catherine." The birthday boy decided not to risk another run-in with
his mother so he suddenly grew intent upon finishing his ice cream.
"Get your coat, Mary," came a voice from the kitchen. Mary's
mother, Aunt Betty, had decided it best to start for home. It was nearly
teo-thirty. Mary got to her feet, pulled up her skirt, pulled down her
sweater and moved to the closet where the coats were hung. The birthday boy watched her. By the this time Uncle Peter and Aunt Betty
were in the living room with the birthday boy's mother and father right
behind them.
"Well thanks for everything Pete," said the birthday boy's father
as he shook Uncle Peter's hairy hand. "Say thanks Larry."
"Thanks Uncle Peter, Aunt Betty. Thanks Mary."
" You're welcome lad," Uncle Peter bellowed. "Good-bye now."
The birthday boy followed the special company down the steps
and out to their car. "Mary." He thought he'd venture one last try.
"C'mon. Whattsa' figure."
"I'll tell you next year when you're teo," she laughed. With that
she climbed into the back seat of the car and Larry turned and made
his way back to the house. As the car pulled out the driveway and down
the street, he waved good-bye thinking about the mysterious "figure"
and his cousin's creamy flesh.
Oh, if he were only ten tomorrow.
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A Death in the Family
JOHN REZMERSKI
Grady chucked a log in the fire,
hoisted his glass, and took
a swig of nog.
The rockers creaked
in cricket harmony
and O'Hara tatapped
his right
toe and heel, alternating.
A neighbor hound
bayed a mile or so
away. Beirne thought:
'Tis a banshee sure.
O'Hara paused:
A he-dog it was, no fairy.
Cough:
Grady, that would be.
O'Hara tatapped again
and Beirne counter pointed.
Grady refilled the glasses:
All full.
A wail awound:
A healthy yell.
Come in, yer wife's aright:
The midwife said:
Y er child's a lass.
Now the hound's bitch howled.
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If Only
P.M. S.
lf only we knew
that everything we didwas right
thatwould be enough.
lf only we were sure
we were happyWe could forget
and just live.
For us ..
then .. .
Him . . .
no matter;
we don't.
No use.
Just try.
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Whitman '64
JOHN COVOLO
I blink and say to myself: "I bear America singing, her varied
cacophonies I hear."
I sit, this hot Saturday morning of July, in my backyard. And it
is as though some stereo-enthusiast bas positioned me for precisely maximum effect, for the sounds of all America, as it seems, converge on
me. Sun-dazed and more than somewhat bewildered, I listen.
Over in the neighboring city-block somewhere there is the ripping
l;mzz of a power-mower. I make a metaphor: it is the noise of a gigantic
insect.
Out in the street in front of my bouse there is the never-ceasing
lisp of rubber tires- the tires of cars, trucks, milkvans, busses-against
the sticky asphalt. All the way back here I can smell the melting asphalt
and the carbon monoxide.
Occasionally there is the sudden roar of motors and then, at the
end of the street, the squealing of brakes. High-school boys, I think to
myself, let loose for the summer.
I meditate upon the churning of the cement-mixer that is putting
down a chocolate-colored driveway next door. The cement-mixer grunts
obscenely.
In the backyard of the other neighboring house two teen-aged girls
are sun-bathing. They are nearly nude. Close to them nestles a little
transistorized radio from which is blasting out a Beatie record.
AJI around, in the windows of every bouse I can see, there are
fans and air-conditioners. I realize that their bums and whirs constitute
a sort of background to all the other sounds I hear.
Suddenly there is a lull in enough of these sounds to permit me
to hear two new sounds coming from my own bouse. At our bedroom
window my wife is sitting, reading intently a paperbacked copy of The
Carpetbaggers and drying her hair. The sound of her Bettina hair-dryer
is a keening whoosh.
The other sound from the bouse is that of the television cartoon
program that my kids are watching. From where I sit, the sounds,
squeaky and mechanical, are unintelligible. It may be Bugs Bunny, or
it may not be.
Literally out of the blue comes a jet. It rattles the windows of the
houses and vibrates the metal chair I am sitting in.
This is the moment of crescendo. Power-mower, automobiles, cement-mixer, Beatles, air-conditioners, Bettina hair-dryer, cartoon program, and jet combine. And because it's a choice of either dozing off
or losing my mind, I slouch farther down in my chair and force myself
to sleep a little.
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Tanka
ANN MARIE KOLAR

In the country I
Look for houses, road-side stands
People, and smoking fires.
In the city I search for
A single piece of the sky.
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Anouilh' s Becket
EDWARD G. KELLY
No doubt on.: of Broadway's finest offerings during the 1960 seanouilh's Becket, the somewhat fictionalized historical
son was Jean
biography of Thomas Becket. Anouilh is hardly the first author to
write of Becket's interesting life and death. Writings on Becket go
back as far as Chaucer, whose characters made a pilgrimage to Canterbury, "the holy blisful martir for to seke." After studying for the
church in both Paris and London Becket was appointed chancellor of
England by Henry H in 1154. Becket and Henry became bosom friends,
the former endt!:.tring himself to Henry by his love of fun and sport and
his ability in war as well as his skill in diplomacy.
The burning political question of the time was the conflict of authority between th.: state and ecclesiastical courts. Anyone who had
taken even minor orders could claim "benefit of clergy" and thereby
escape the jurisdiction of the king's court. This practice was much
abused. During Henry's eight-year reign no less than one-hundred murders were commilled by those who claimed this exemption from state
a uthority. Since the church courts were not empowered to administer
the death penalt y, those tried by church law were never punished in
true proportion to 1ht! crimes. In an attempt to gain control of the ecclesiastical court~ , Henry appointed his loyal and brilliant friend, Thomas
Becket, to the highc.:~t church office in England, that of archbishop of
Canterbury. In I 164 , with undue pressure from Henry, the other English bishops agrt!ed to the Constitutions of Clarendon, which severely
limtted the sphere of church law. Becket rejected the Constitutions and
fled to the court or Henry's enemy, Louis of France. After a few years
an uneasy peace wa negotiated and Becket returned to England in 1170.
Upon returning, his first act was to excommunicate the bishops who had
signed the agreement at Clarendon. In a fit of anger Henry made a
remark indicating be wished Becket dead. Four of his over-zealous
knights overheard this utterance, went to Canterbury and murdered
Becket in his own cathedral. Henry was appalled when he learned of
the murder and sincerely regretted his part in it. By the order of Pope
Alexander he performed a public penance at Becket's tomb, which was
the most hallowed shrine in England until it was destroyed by Henry
Vlll during the Reformation. This much is fact.
I have not written this brief sketch of historical events to show
how unfaithful Anouilh has been to the incidents as they actually
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occurred, for this, in itself, is irrelevant and inconsequential. Indeed,
Anouilh's reason for Becket fleeing from England was not, as we have
al ready pointed out, because he excommunicated William of Aynsford,
who supposedly murdered a priest. This is only one example of the
divergence between history and Anouilh's plot. However, it is only
thro ugh appreciation of what is fact and what is Anouilh that one
realizes Anouilh's creative ability. But doesn't the artist have any responsibility to the truth of history? No, as long as his intended purpose
is not to reproduce events as they actually occurred. And, as we shall
see shortly, Anouilh is not interested in the historical significance of
Becket and Henry as political or moral figures. With this in mind, let
us look at the play itself and see just what it is that Anouith is interested
in.
The friendship of Becket and Henry is the device which triggers
all that follows . A close look at this relationship reveals the reasons that
it could not stand the tests which it was to undergo. It was based on
a superficial similarity of tastes and circumstance. As the play opens
Henry is discovered at Becket's tomb and he speaks,
.. . It's funny, it's always been cold in our story. Save
at the beginning when we were friends. We had a few fi ne
summer evenings together, with the girls . . .

Their wenching, drinking and general debauchery was the foundation
upon which the friendship was based. Yet from the first one feels that
Becket accepts this "friendship" because, at the moment, there is nothing better. This uneasy spirit is first apparent when Gwendolen asks,
My Lord cares for nothing, in the whole world, docs he.

and Becket, furtively, answers, "No." When Gwendolen questions how
he can live as a member of a conquered race he says,
Yes, I daresay I had forgotten. There is a gap in me
where honor ought to be.

and moments later to the king,
But I cheated my way, a twofold bastard, into the ranks,
and found a place among the conquerors. You ca n sleep
peacefully though, my prince. So long as Becket is obliged to
improvise his honor, he will serve you. And if one day, he
meets it face to face . .. But where is Becket's honor?"

So it is firmly established in our minds that, to Becket, his friendship
with the king and his office of chancellor are only a stopping-off place,
a momentary delay of something else. And when he is confronted with
that something, becoming the Primate of England, he shrinks,
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My Lord, I sec now that you were not joking. Don't do this.
King: Why not?
Becket: It frightens me.
King: Becket, this is an order!
Becket: If I become Archbishop, I can no longer be
your friend.

Henry uo~s not grasp the significance of tbi last, and Becket,
reluctantly, becomes the Primate of England. It remains now for a
crisis to arise in which Becket must choose between God and his king.
This conflict is forthcoming when one of Becket's priests is murdered
by William of Aynsford, a nobleman, and the king allows him to go
free. Becket excom municates Aynsford and the stage is set for the
final act ion.
When Becket returns to England after exile in France he meets
Henry on the English coast and Henry tries to recapture something of
their lost friendship. But it is too late.
Becket: My prince, I do so wish I could help you.
King: Then what are you waiting fori You can see I 'm
dying for it!
Becket: I'm waiting for the honor of God and the honor
of the King to become one.
King: You'll wait a long time then!
Becket: I'm afraid l will.

Henry tries once more to waken some feeling in Becket:
Ten years we spent together, little Saxon! At the hunt, at
the whorehouse, at war; carous ing all night long the two
of us; in some girl 's bed, sometimes . .. and at work in the
Council Chamber too. Absurdly. That word isn't like you.
Becket : Perhaps. I am no longer like myself.

This may appear to be a great change in character from the Becket
of Act I. But actually it is only a coming to the surface of what has
been in his character all along. Becket was an empty man, but what is
significant is that he was aware of bjs emptiness and so was bound
someday to fill it. He tries to explain this to Henry.
I felt for the first time that I was being entrusted with
something, that's all-there in that empty cathedral, somewhere
in France, that day when you ordered me to take up this burden.
I was a man without honor, And suddenly I found itone I never imagined would ever become mine--the honor
of God .. .

When Henry learns that Becket bas made a triumphant return
with the people cheering him all the way back to Canterbury, he be31

comes insanely jealous and makes the casual remark which causes
Becket's death.
Becket is an exciting play which compels attention from curtain to
curtain. It is the story of a man trying to find something to make existence worthwhile. When he does at last find that something, the honor
of God, it pits him against his closest and dearest friend. There is no
compromise, no middle ground, no easy way. Just as in other Anouilh
plays of this type, notably Antigone, all is clear cut, black or white. And
tho e who try the expediences of a grey area somewhere between are
not really human because they are not really honorable.
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Missive from Miss M
JEROME L. WYANT

She penned m e a pert, flippant letter
in her inimitable backhand slanted scrawl,
and by such devious device did enfetter
m y soul to hers, making m e a m ere thrall.
It was postmarked from salty seaside Niantic,
written in a mood- / guess-of playful whimsy,
Letters conjoined with reckless abandon into acrostic
symbols, full of deep import to me, not flimsy
words shunning seriousness, as they seemed to
others, and possibly even to her.
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Wordsworth:
Politician and Patriot
JOH

W. KENESEY

The Romantic emphasis on the inner world of man-the stress on
the subjective-and on the outer world of nat ure gave rise to unconfined poetic incident. The Romantics developed a literature of democracy wh ich included both the independence of spirit and the unbounded
freedom of mankind. For the Romantic there was no limitation on
time or experience. In many instances the Romantics show utopian visions of human perfectibility and of human happiness. William Wordsworth was deeply concerned with man. In his "Preface" to the second
edition of Lyrical Ballads (1800), Wordsworth explained that so complete was his absorption in the "common man" that even his poetic language was "near to the language of men." A study of some of Wordsworth's writings indicates that he was a democrat in principle, and that
he was concerned with the political and social affairs of his fellow men.
William Wordsworth was an important figure in the Romantic
Movement; in poetry his shadow looms over a number of Jesser figures.
Wordsworth was also a student of society. He was aware of the political
and social ideas of his time. What follows is a short survey of some of
the political and social conviction found in Wordsworth's writings. It
is well to note that the prime concern here is Wordsworth the politician
and patriot rather than Wordsworth the poet. There is no attempt to
evaluate the poetry or prose of William Wordsworth. It is sufficient to
say that he is acknowledged by some as the greatest of the Romantic
poets.
J. C. Smith, in his study of Wordsworth, says:
the fundamental fact about Wordsworth's politics is the fact that he was
a true-born Englishman . . . His roots were struck very deep in English
soil . . . The next thing to remember is that he was country-born and
country-bred . The England that he pined for ... was his own country-side.
He knew it intimatel y, and loved it with all his heart. And he loved, if he
did not quite know, its people: the city proletariat, which the Industrial
Revolution brought into being in his lifetime, was always more or less
strange to him, and its aspirations were, and remained, beyond the range
of his sympathies . . . Finally, we must not forget that Wordsworth belonged by birth to the middle class . . . He loved the people and wished
them well, but he could not hob-nob with them as Burns' did.

Although this same Wordsworth mixed with other sons of professional
men at Cambridge, he was, nevertheless, prepared to accept the people's
Revolution in France. "His mind was ready soil for the Revolutionary
notions of Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity."
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ln January, 1791, Wordsworth was graduated from Cambridge
with a B.A. degree. Later in that same year be travelled to France
where he remained for one year. To France he carried a sympathy for
the Revolution ; he returned to England resolute in that sympathy. F. M.
Todd says that "the exultation of the people in (the French Revolution)
seemed to (Wordsworth) one of the
Arguments ~cnt from Heaven to prove tl1e cause
Good, pure, which no one could stand up against,
Who was not lost, abandoned, selfish, proud,
Mean, miserable, wilfully depraved,
Hater perverse of equity and truth."

In 1793 Wordsworth wrote a letter "To the Bishop of Llandaff on
the Extraordinary Avowal of His Political Principles." In this letter
Wordsworth expressed disapproval of the clergyman's political ideas.
The bishop had condemned the French Revolution and its immediate
aftermath. Wordsworth came to the defense of the Revolution, but,
more especially, to the defense of "Liberty." For Wordsworth the Revolution was Liberty's excuse for asserting herself. Unfortunately, Liberty
"is too often obliged to borrow the very arms of Despotism to overthrow (man), and in order to reign in peace, must establish herself by
violence. She deplores such stern necessity, but the safety of the people,
her supreme law, is her consolation." When Wordsworth wrote this letter England and France were at war. Although be championed the Revolution and admonished Britain for the evils of monarchy and aristocracy,
Wordsworth could not commit himself to France.
He was torn between his natural love of England a nd his new-born passion
for the cause of France. H e saw the rulers of British sinning, as he thought,
aga inst the lig ht, by joining the foes of the young Republic; he was soon
to see his ideal of France besmirched by the T error. H itherto his soul had
grown freel y, like a plant in its native soil; now he felt as if his moral
life had been torn up by the roots.

It was out of this period that "Margaret: or the Ruined Cottage"
evolved.

Wordsworth turned away from politics in disgust when, in 1798,
the France which be had so earnestly defended invaded Switzerland.
His ideal, drawn from the very spirit of Romanticism, was that "reform
was to begin with the individual." During the winter of 1798-1799
Wordsworth journeyed to Germany. There be discovered "that his passion for France was dead, and that the love of England was twined
about his heart-strings." His devotion to England was intense at this
time. Wordsworth created the imaginary Lucy of the "Lucy Poems"
with an eye to his beloved England . His deep patriotism was expressed
while
I travelled among unkown men,
In lands beyond the sea;
Nor, England! did I know till then
What love I bore to thee.
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'Tis past, that mel oncholy dream!
Nor will I quit th y shore
A second time ; for still I seem
To love thee more a nd more.

By 1800 Wordsworth's pen turned to the dangers to domestic life
posed by the Industrial Revolution. In "Michael" Wordsworth found a
practical-minded working shepherd whose voice was a primal human
unity of durability and vulnerability. The Industrial Revolution was attacking the agcle s habit of continuing generations. "Michael," like the
poet, was forced to arm "himself with strength to look his trouble in
the face." Perhap there was a poetic link between the pastoral ("Michael") and "Resolution and Independence." Perhaps the poet issued an
invective against an unjust society when he vowed to "think of the
Leech-gatherer on the lonely moor! "
In August 1802, after the Peace of Amiens, Wordsworth visited
Calais where he fo und the woman by whom he had had an illegitimate
daughter. There he probably settled the question of legitimacy; but
more importan t than that, "th is visit completed (his) disillusionment with
France. The liberator had turned tyrant. Henceforth, France, Napoleonic France, was the enemy, and England . . . was the last hope of
freedom."

In 1802 Wordsworth turned to the sonnet "to rouse England from
her Mammon-worship and nerve her for the struggle against the tyrant."
In "London, 1802" Wordsworth exclaimed:
Milton! thou shouldst be living at this hour:
England hath need of thee; she is a fen
Of stagnan t waters: altar, sword, and pen,
Fireside, the heoric wealth of hall and bower,
Have forfeited their ancient E nglish dower
Of inward happiness. We are selfish men;
Oh I raise us up, return to us aga in;
And give us manners, virtue, freedom, power.
Thy soul was like a Star, and dwelt apart;
Thou hadst a voice whose sound was like the sea:
Pure as the naked heavens, majestic, free,
So didst thou travel on life's common way,
In cheerful godliness; and yet thy heart
The lowliest duties on herself did lay.

In that same year Wordsworth found time to eulogize the Venetian
Republic. In the sonnet "To Troussaint L'Ouverture" the poet cried out
to "the most unh appy man of men:" the Negro was another victim of
Bonaparte's tyrannical quest for empire. Yet Wordsworth remained confident in "man's unconquerable mind!" In 1802 Wordsworth released
hi burning nation alism. His anxiety for the precarious world situation
and his intense love for 'his' country were expressed in the sonnet "Composed in the Valley Near Dover on the Day of Landing":
H ere, on our native soi l, we breathe once more.
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The cock that crows, the smoke that curls, that sound
Of bclls;-those boys who in yon meadow-ground
In white-sleeved shirts arc playing; a nd the roar
Of the waves breaking on the chalky shore;AII, all arc English. Oft have I looked around
With joy in Kent's green vales; but never found
Myself so ~at isficd in heart before.
Europe is yet in bonds; but let that pass.
Thought for another moment. Thou arc free,
M y country! and 'tis joy enough and pride
For one hour's perfect bliss, to tread the grass
Of Engla nd once again, and hear and sec,
With such a dear Companion at my side.

The British naval victory off Cape Trafalgar was probaly the occasion of Wordsworth's "Character of the Happy Warrior." Although
the Briti h were victorious, the death of Admiral Nelson aboard the
ship caused great consternation among the English. In that same year
(1805), Wordsworth' brother John drowned when his ship "struck a
rock and sank." Some critics think that Wordsworth combined the two
lost heroes into the " Happy Warrior." Whatever his actual intention
was, Wordsworth's poem conveyed intense patriotism coupled with
poetic emphasis on the righteous, the courageous man. The poet spoke
of his "Warrior" as a mao
Who, doomed to go in compa ny with Pain,
And Fear, and Bloodshed, miserable train!
Turns his necessity to glorious ga in ;
In face of these doth exercise a power
Which is our human nature's highest dower;
Controls them and subdu<.-s, transmutes, bereaves
Of their bad influence, and their good receives:
By objects, which might force the soul to abate
H er feeling, rendered more compassionate ...

About this poem F. W . Meyers says that
there is, of course, little that is absolutely novel. We were already aware
that the ideal hero should be as gentle as he is brave, that he should alwa)'s act £rom the highest motives, nor greatly care for a ny reward save
the consciousness of having done his duty. 'Vic were aware that the true
strength of a nation is moral, a nd not material; that the dominion which
rests on mere military force is destined quickly to decay; that the tyrant,
however admired and prosperous, is in real ity despicable a nd miserable, and
alone; that the true man should face death itself rather than parley with
dishonour. These truths arc 'adm itted' in all ages; yet it is scarcely stretching the language to say that they arc 'known' but to a few men.

Word worth trul y wrote a resume of patriotism when he wrote the
"Character of the Happy Warrior."
Wordsworth wrote a long tract called the "Convention of Cintra"
in which he condemned the British generals' behavior in the negotia37

tions known as the Convention of Cintra. In this vituperative tract
Wordsworth denounced what today m ight be called "political manipulation." To Wordsworth's thinking diplomacy was fut ile, for the sovereignty of a nation had been violated. It is clear that by 1809 nationalism
was a potent factor in the mind of the Romantic.
Perhap the best indications of Wordsworth's political philosophy
can be gleaned from a study of a few of his letters. In the letter "To
John Wilson" Wordsworth defended his "Idiot Boy." In it the poet
chose to write about a person whom some might loathe; the poet's defense is an avowal of his concern with every man. Wordsworth was an
egal itarian. In the letter "To William Matthews" Wordsworth wrote of
disapproval
of monarchical and aristocratic governments, however modified. Hereditary
distinctions, and privileged orders of every species, I think, must necessarily
counteract the progress of human improvement.

In contradiction to this Wordsworth wrote "To L - - - - - " on his
political opinions. Here the older Wordsworth wrote that
I had lived to little purpose if my notions on the subject of government
had undergone no modifications: my youth must, in that case, have been
without enthusiasm, and my manhood endued with small capability of
profiting by reflection . . . I abandoned France and her rulers when they
abandoned the struggle for liberty, gave themselves up to tyranny, and endeavored to enslave the world. I disapproved of the war against Fra nce at its
commencement, thinking, which was, perhaps, an error, that it might have
been avoided . . . .

T he "radicalism" of Wordsworth's youth evolved into a Burkean
conservatism. Wordsworth found solace in a national tradition . The poet
was always the champion of democracy, egalitarianism, the righteous
man, the courageous man; he feared the tyrant's quest for power which
might in fringe upon the liberty which was so dear to the English people. Wordsworth was a man vigorously involved with mankind, and in
his mind, mankind's most valuable gift was freedom. Wordsworth loved
his England ; in her the poet found the only true bastion of liberty.
Many of his ideals were evident in the American Revolution. It is evident that both England and America find their roots in the same soil.
Of Wordsworth the statesman, Swineburne remarked that he
alone could put into h is verse the whole soul of a nation armed or arming
for self-devoted self-defense; could fi ll his meditation with the spirit of a
whole people, that in the act of g iving it a voice and an expression he
might inform and renovate that spirit with the purity and sublimity of
his own.

In Happy Sunlight
HARVEY FORSTAG

Boys flee
their shaded canvas homes
to steal
the woody stubble
from
winter sleep.
Capped in plastic roses,
the old lady
stutters
down the hill
behind
her granddaughter's
sure hand.
Thoughts of
void-blue sky
fill
a young man's
loneliness.
In quiet understanding,
His leather leaves
bond
sorrow
to the
grass.
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Christmas Eve
M. B. LAWLOR

Through huddled whorls of muffled shoppers did I limb
My Christmas way.
Forever squeezed, I puffed,
With wheezes, several thousand 'scuse me pleases,
Just to buy that something special
With a modicum of thrift.
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